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Protect your tools from dirt, damage and
unauthorized access

Hanel Lockomat® principle:
Safe and secure retrieval
with the Hanel industrial carousel

For example for
strongboxes at banks
Strongboxes with protective bar-

code identification are taken from

the collection point and auto-

matically stowed away in the

Hanel Rotomat. When they are to

be processed again the barcode

is entered, and the corresponding

strongbox – and only that one – 

is released for access. Only when

processing is completed can the

next strongbox be requested.

But these are only two
of many possible applica-
tions

Talk to us about your
needs – we will find the
solution!

The advantages of the
Hanel Lockomat system
at a glance:

Advantage 1:
No-mistakes access
Only the requested item is brought

to the access point for the user.

Advantage 2:
Computerized storage
with full tracking of all retrievals,

users and inventory.

Advantage 3:
Space and time saved
Goods to man is the motto, not

man to goods. Staffing levels can

be cut and cycle times reduced.

Advantage 4:
Optimization of workflow
No time lost ‘searching’ – the

requested item is brought to the

access point at an ergonomic

work height without any mix-ups.

Advantage 5:
Safe and secure access
Items can only be withdrawn after

authorization is verified.

The principle is simple. 
Its applications are
brilliant! 
Each Hanel Rotomat is designed

according to the tried-and-tested

Ferris wheel principle (vertical

carousel system) which means the

goods are brought to the operator,

not the other way round:

That saves time! 

The compact design means that

up to 60 % more storage
capacity can be created on a

minimal footprint by using the

available room height:

That saves costs! 

For example in the
manufacture of
rubber washers
In the production of rubber seals,

different granulates that look

virtually identical are needed in

specific mixing ratios. The various

quantities required are entered

directly at the Hanel Rotomat via

the software. The Rotomat issues

the granulates in the exact quantity

needed depending on the mixing

ratio entered.

The Hanel Lockomat® is highly versatile

Example 1: Tool storage, C-parts management

24-hour tool availability
under continuous inventory control

Chemical industry, banks, pharmaceutical industry . . .
when items that look identical on the outside
but are very different on the inside need to be stored
and retrieved quickly and without mistakes

Tool storage in the Hanel
Lockomat is secure and con-
venient at the same time!
The user proves his authorization

by ID card, password or trans-

ponder, and the user interface set

up for him personally appears on

the screen. The required article is

requested and confirmed. The

digital LED display indicates the

compartment door behind which

the requested tool can be found.

It couldn't be simpler!

The Hanel Lockomat
reduces your warehousing
and administration costs!

C-parts management
There are few topics in this sector

that have aroused as much

discussion as the question of tool

management. So we can expect

tool kitting as a service to assume

increasing importance in the future.

When manufacturing plants need

to be supplied with tools round the

clock, the Hanel Lockomat in con-

junction with Hanel TDM software

is the ideal tool management

system.

The advantages at a
glance:
n 24-hour tool availability

n Continuous inventory control

n No machine standstills due to a

shortage of tools

n Safe storage of high-quality

tools

n Transparent cost control

n Worker identification and conse-

quently secure access

n No-mistakes access to similar-

looking tools

n Unmanned tool kitting

n Ease of handling
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Protection of
storage articles
Since the storage system is locked,

your goods are always protected

from unauthorized access.

Space and time saved 
Optimum use of floor area is

guaranteed. There are no upward

limits to the Lockomat. Even

multi-story systems are possible.

The Lockomat is designed 
according to the time-
proven Ferris wheel 
principle, which means:
The goods are brought to the

operator instead of the operator

going in search of the goods.

Staffing levels can be cut, cycle

times are reduced.

The Hanel Lockomat is
the ideal storage system
for safe and secure
handling of hardware,
tools, electronic compo-
nents, medicines, and
much more . . .

User authorization
The user proves his authorization

by means of his ID card, pass-

word or transponder, and the user

interface set up for him personally

appears on the screen. This means

all booking operations can be 

traced to a specific user. Different

authorizations can be set up for

multiple users.

Article management
Articles are requested or put into

storage by entering the article

number or using a barcode scan-

ner. The digital LED display on the

work counter indicates the com-

partment door behind which the

article is stored.

All storage and retrieval operations

are logged, so later verification

and tracking are easy. It is no 

longer possible to confuse similar-

looking articles.

Inventory control
Continuous inventory control

ensures that stock shortages

cannot occur.

The intelligent microprocessor

control system can be smoothly

integrated into the customer’s

own computer system. This means

you can check on the inventory

situation at any time. The Hanel Lockomat 
ensures optimum security –
be it in the central
dispensing pharmacy of 
a hospital or in the decen-
tralized medicine stores
on the wards 
All retrievals are logged and can

be traced to the respective users.

Groups of drugs can be assigned

to the responsibility of different

persons so that only they can

request them. Only the drugs

selected by barcode or storage

number can be accessed.

The other compartment doors in

the Hanel Lockomat remain locked

magnetically.

They’re as like as two
peas. But every chip is
unique. 
A typical task for 
the Hanel Lockomat
When components that look 

identical, such as microchips, are

to be stored and retrieved in the

same system, the danger of 

mix-ups is high. With the Hanel

Lockomat there is no need for

time-consuming labeling of 

components. Each chip type is

kept in a package marked with

a barcode and put into a storage

location with the same code in

the Lockomat. When the barcode

has been read in from the pick

list, the required package is

brought to the user by fully auto-

mated procedure.

No mix-ups possible!

Hanel Lockomat® for safe and secure retrieval.
The advantages speak for themselves

No-mistakes access guaranteed
by entering the article number on the
keyboard or by barcode scanne

Compartment doors that are closed manually
or automatically guarantee reliable access and protect
the stored articles from unauthorized retrieval

Example 2: Electronics industry Example 3: Hospitals

Precise logging of access to drugs!
Retrieval points can be controlled according to access authorization

User authentication by ID card, PIN code or optional transponder

Storage and retrieval via barcode possible 

The Hanel transponder:

one of many options for user authentication

Each package is safely stored

behind a specific electromagne-

tically locked compartment door.

And only this door opens.

Only when the retrieval process

is completed, the package is

back in its storage location and

the door is closed, does the next

door open.
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For example in the
manufacture of
rubber washers
In the production of rubber seals,

different granulates that look

virtually identical are needed in

specific mixing ratios. The various

quantities required are entered

directly at the Hanel Rotomat via

the software. The Rotomat issues

the granulates in the exact quantity

needed depending on the mixing

ratio entered.
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24-hour tool availability
under continuous inventory control

Chemical industry, banks, pharmaceutical industry . . .
when items that look identical on the outside
but are very different on the inside need to be stored
and retrieved quickly and without mistakes

Tool storage in the Hanel
Lockomat is secure and con-
venient at the same time!
The user proves his authorization

by ID card, password or trans-

ponder, and the user interface set

up for him personally appears on

the screen. The required article is

requested and confirmed. The

digital LED display indicates the

compartment door behind which

the requested tool can be found.

It couldn't be simpler!

The Hanel Lockomat
reduces your warehousing
and administration costs!

C-parts management
There are few topics in this sector

that have aroused as much

discussion as the question of tool

management. So we can expect

tool kitting as a service to assume

increasing importance in the future.

When manufacturing plants need

to be supplied with tools round the

clock, the Hanel Lockomat in con-

junction with Hanel TDM software

is the ideal tool management

system.

The advantages at a
glance:
n 24-hour tool availability

n Continuous inventory control

n No machine standstills due to a

shortage of tools

n Safe storage of high-quality

tools

n Transparent cost control

n Worker identification and conse-

quently secure access

n No-mistakes access to similar-

looking tools

n Unmanned tool kitting

n Ease of handling
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